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iUniverse, United States, 2010. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****. In the time before the Great Flood, when human life was measured in
centuries instead of decades, the Three Nations of Man are faced with the first great threat of world
annihilation. The Fallen Star has commissioned a Betrayer to facilitate his will of destruction for all
life and Light on Earth. N nak, the adolescent son of a provincial merchant, suddenly finds himself
in the midst of an epic struggle to save Earth from the first great annihilation. Previously
irresponsible, he looks within himself as well as to his most trusted friend, the dwarf Grrumpf, to
find courage. But when N nak and his unlikely band of friends try to convince their leaders that they
stand a chance against the forces of darkness in defense of the Light, they are met with skepticism.
Faced with obstacles and lacking support, they must face evils they cannot imagine. Full of
multidimensional characters, rich settings, and nail-biting action, this coming-of-age epic is for
anyone who loves a great story. Join N nak as he sets aside narrow interests and starts out on a
quest...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I could comprehended every thing out of this composed e pdf. I am just very happy to tell you that this is
the greatest pdf i have study inside my individual existence and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Miss Laurie Waters IV-- Miss Laurie Waters IV

Most of these publication is the greatest publication o ered. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading period of time. You can expect to like just how the
article writer create this publication.
-- Eddie Schuppe-- Eddie Schuppe
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